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God, in the minds of Christians, has always selected
a few people to spread His word. It began as early as the
times of Moses, John The Baptist, and Jesus Christ. These
men were not rich or widely known, they were ordinary men
who traveled about from village to village preaching and
teaching and in the case of Jesus, the Son of God, healing
and performing miracles. Moses was the only one of these
three who lived to old age. John The Baptist and Jesus Christ
were beheaded and hung on the cross, respectively.
None of these disciples of God were so ingenious as
to develop their own theologies to convey to their followers,
for they worked directly through God. They told the crowds
what they were told by Him. They were not out for personal
glorification or popularity, only to deliver the words of
God as they had been instructed to do by Him.
In this century there have been a number of men who
have professed to being chosen by God to lead the people in
the way they said they have been told by Him is right. A
few have even claimed to be God. The leaders of whom I am
speaking are all black men. The majority of their followers
have been black also, however, there were a number of whites
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and also a noticeable amount of foreign followers in countries
other than the United States. A few of the more colorful and
well known of these "holy" men are Bishop Grace (more often
than not, referred to as Sweet Daddy Grace by his followers);
Father Divine (who sometimes referred to himself as Reverend
Major J. Divine), and Prophet Jones (occasionally referred to
as the Rt. Rev. Dr. James F. Jones).
The Black Minister in America
The black minister has played an important role in the
lives of black people as a whole. In most communities, preach
ing, among blacks, was considered one of the highest ranking
positions a person could have. It brought respect and admira¬
tion. The preacher was able to express his leadership ability
Dr. Benjamin Mays, noted educator, sums up the many qualities
of the Negro preacher.
"The preacher is the most unique personality
developed by the Negro on American soil. A
leader, politician and orator, a 'boss', and
intriguer, an idea-list-all that he is even
too, the center of a group of men, twenty,
now a thousand in number. The combination
of a certain adroitness with deep-seated
ernest, of tact with consumate ability, gave
him his pre-eminence and helped him maintain
lt."l
The view that the black minister has been and perhaps
still is the pillar of black people is not shared by all.
Accordlnt to Dr. Joseph R. Washington: "Negro religion was
^C. A. Green, "The Negro Church A Power Institution,
Negro History Bulletin, October, 1962, pp. 20-22.
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never steeped in theological. Biblical, cultural, and
historical reality of Protestantism. Negro religion would
wither away were It not for the forces of segregation and
discrimination which demand Its exls'.tence as an option for
Negro outcasts."^ Washington Is making a mockery of the
black church and its religion which in turn is a mockery of
Its ministers.
Black cults In America
A cult is a sect, which is a number of persons united
in some particular faith or doctrine. The devotees of a
person or an Idea or an intellectual fad. A cult is an
autocracy with unlimited power and authority vested in its
founder, or If the founder is no longer living, then its
ruler. He is leader, king and father combined, and his work
concerning any and all matters in regards to the cult or any
of its members is absolute law. The term sect has been
described as referring to one generation religious organiza¬
tions usually estranged from the cultural and social order
and representative of reactions against the failure of the
dominant socio-economic Institutions to satisfy the needs of
3the memberships of these organizations.
^Joseph R. Washington, review of "Black Religion,"
Newsweek, (July 27, 1964), p. 73.
^John Hosher, God In a Rolls Royce, (Freeport, New
York: Books for Libraries Press, 1971), p. 37.
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People: A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 46.
The leaders of these cults arise out of very special
social and psychic conditions—emerging as a rule from the
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soil of destitution, desperation, or persecution. They come
as the creation of oppressed minority groups.^
Most black cults began in abandoned stores and houses
just as religious groups and sometimes are hot differentiated
from traditional religious groups. The main difference
between cults and other 'store-front' churche^ is that these
cultlsts have abandoned their traditional notions about God
and the world and, what is of crucial importance, their con-
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ceptlons of themselves. These cults have been put into two
categories: 1) those which seek to restore a purer form of
Christianity or sanctification and holiness and 2) those
which tend to be secular in outlook and represent primarily
a complete transformation of the Negro as a race. In some
of these cults in which the Negro escapes from racial identity,
there may be faith healing and sanctification, but these are
3subordinate to the main orientation of the cults. These
cults flourished more in the North than the South, probably
because of the obvious integration most of them had.
Because a few of these cult leaders offered food and
shelter they flourished during the Depression years and emerged
as very powerful organizations, especially among the poor.
^Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston:
Little, Brown & Co., 1937), Foreword.
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E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America




Daddy Grace. "Sweet" Daddy Grace was born Marcellno Grace,
and sometimes called Bishop Charles Manuel Grace, In the Cape
Verde Islands off French West Africa In about 1885. While
still a young man, he went to New Bedford, Massachusetts where
he changed to Charles Grace and In 1921 founded the "United
House of Prayer for All People." This was the beginning of
his cult. He proclaimed himself 'bishop* and 'sweet daddy.
The creed of his new cult was set In a hymn to Grace
that went as follows:
"Daddy Grace Is a holy prophet, an
angel and a holy man.
He has the key to the Kingdom,
Has It always In his hand."2
Rule 40, backbone of the General Council Laws, ordained: All
pastors must see to It that each member pays his convocation
fee and supports substantial rallies put on for the upbuilding
of the Kingdom of Heaven and this Is to be put In the hands
of our General Builder (Sweet Daddy Grace) as he sees fit
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without bounds. This proved to be the "Golden Rule."
Father Divine. According to published 'facts,' Father Divine
was born George Baker In or near Savannah, Georgia In the
1880's. According to him and his followers, however, he was
not born but combusted one day In 1900 at the corner of




Manhattan's Seventh Avenue and 134th Street.^ Father Divine
did, in 1932, tell a court in Mineola, Long Island that he
had been born in Providence, Rhode Island fifty-two years
before as Major Morgan J. Divine.^ It is believed that he
is, in fact, the former George Baker from Georgia.
Father Divine's cult was called simply the 'Peace
Movement' by some and the 'Heaven-Is-Here' cult by others.
The nucleus of the theology of his movement was the idea that
God is in everyone. He got this idea from a traveling preacher
who called himself Father Jehovia and was known to some as
Samuel Morris. Father Jehovia's creed was "Know ye not that
ye are the temple of God, and that the spirit of God dwelleth
in you? He meant that his body was God's and he was God.
He was thrown out of the church at which he was pastor and
George Baker, the only one who took him seriously, left with
him.
The two held meetings at Baker's home for several years
after that, once or twice a week. Baker's philosophy at this
time was "the individual is the personification of that which
expresses personification. Therefore he becomes to be
personally the expression of that which was Impersonal, and
^Editorial, Time, August 31, 1936, p. 26.
^Ibid.
^St. C. McKelway and A. J. Llebling, "Who Is This King
of Glory," Reader's Digest. September 1936, p. 80.
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the prepersonification of God Almighty."^
In 1912 Baker left Father Jehovia and his followers
with seven or eight disciples for New York where he set up a
combination meeting house and employment agency. In 1919 he
purchased a twelve room house in Sayville, Long Island. This
2
was when his cult began to expand. Father Divine's Peace
Mission Movement became the most important and widely known
3
of the cults.
Prophet Jones. Prophet Jones was born James Francis Jones.
As a little boy, God spoke to him and told him he was destined
to "distil" great good thoughts in the minds of men. At the
age of eighteen he was ordained minister in a nation-wide sect
called Triumph the Church and Kingdom of God in Christ which
later became the Church of the Universal Triumph, the Dominion
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of God, Inc. in Detroit, Michigan.
Prophet Jones was supposedly able to heal the sick and
foretell the future. His theosophy: "The Universe is governed
by 'Twelve Laws' of Immutability - the law of creation, of
bringing forth, of farming or making, of darkness, of light,
of death, of life, of gravitation, of intimation, of increase,




E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church in America
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1961), p. 57.
. Bregan, "Prophet Jones In Church and At Home,"
Life, November 27, 1944, p. 57.
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mating. All animals except man have a mating season. Adam
and Eve sinned by anticipating the establishment of such a
season for them." "Adam ran through that red light. Since
then the human race has been doing tlme."^
This cult leader, unlike some others, concentrated on
one area only - Metropolitan Detroit. He was very strong In
that area even though he did have a few followers In other
places .
Nearly all of the sects (l.e. cults) being discussed
In the following chapters of this paper fall under two basic
titles, the Perfectionist Subjectivist Sects and the Charis¬
matic or Pentecostal sects. Most Black sects do fall under
these headings.
The Perfectionist Subjectivist Sects seek holiness,
personal perfection of life, or freedom from the temptations
and "desires of the flesh." The sect of Father Divine Is an
example of this type. They are of the experimental type,
realizing their hopes through strong emotional reactions.
The early Methodists were examples of this type of mind and
the present-day perfectionists are nearly all off shoots of
Methodism. Among these sects are the Mazarene, Holiness,
2
and similar bodies.
The Charismatic or Pentecostal Sects are the left
wing of the subjective groups. They seek "gifts" the "spirit
^Ibld.
2
Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People; A Case Study of a Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 34.
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of prophesy," the "blessing" and spiritual endurements of
various kinds. "Speaking with tongues," trances, visions,
and various motor reactions characterize their worship.^
The sects of Daddy Grace and Prophet Jones can be classed
under this heading.
Purpose of the Study
There seems to be a negative view toward the black
religious or cult leaders who have achieved some sort of fame
or recognition here in America. Even though some of them did
develop quite a large following in the U. S. and abroad, most
of the views of outsiders were of contempt for these men or
mockery. Few could see any relevance to their organizations
or any good which could be accomplished from them.
It is hoped that during the course of this study, some
of the positive reactions these men helped to bring about will
be brought out. It is true some were out for personal gain,
but in so doing, the changes they made in some of their
followers seemed to be not only for the benefit of the cult
leader, but also the community in which he served.
Review of the Literature
The majority of the literature used in this paper were
magazine articles. These articles were on the men to be dis¬
cussed, Daddy Grace, Father Divine, Prophet Jones and other
^Ibid.
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less popular cultists. They were dated from 1936 to 1973.
Very few of the articles presented a positive view
of these men, their cults or organizations, nor their followers.
The most coveted opinion of these cult leaders was that they
were only out for personal glorification, even though it was
shown that many of the things these men did helped their
followers and the communities in which the organization was
based. The Peace Mission Movement of Father Divine was parti¬
cularly successful in doing this. His movement was responsible
for the conversion of thousands of alcoholics, and welfare
recipients who had never had any sort of ambition to motivate
themselves from these positions of lowliness.
The articles were very explicit in their coverage of
the many facets of the cults organized by the black religious
leaders mentioned previously.
Several books were used as reference also. Among them
were Father Divine; Holy Husband by Sara Harris and Harriett
Crettendon; God In a Rolls Royce by John Hosher, and The
Incredible Messiah by Robert A. Parker. These books were all
very similar in their explanation of Father Divine and his
organization. Sara Harris and her co-writer spent ten weeks
at Father Divine's home near Philadelphia ('The Country Seat
of the World') in order to obtain the material for the book.
Her views of the Peace Mission Movement were still rather
vague and general even after the time spent within the con¬
fines of Father Divine's home.
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The book by Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah,
was the most explicit and brought out all characteristics of
the Divine Movement, including some dissension and unfaithful¬
ness on the part of a few followers.
An unpublished Ph.D. dissertation on the organization
of Daddy Grace, "The United House of Prayer for All People;
A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect," was also used as a refer¬
ence. It provided a very good insight into the man, and his
cult. At the time it was written, 1952, the movement was still
strong and the author, Albert N. Whiting, was able to obtain
very good information through personal observation of one of
the churches.
A television Special, The Joy of Living, was used as
a reference on Rev. Ike. The program was a broadcast of his
Healing and Blessing Meeting which he has regularly in cities
all over the country. It gave a very good view of some of
the techniques he uses to continuously build his organization,
financially, and in the number of followers.
Methodology
The method used in this study was research of the
literature. I studied and reviewed literature on the men
brought out in this paper. Their lives, ideas, personal habits,
theologies and philosophies were studied.
Books written on these men, black cults, and black
religion were reviewed. Also studied were periodicals, jour¬
nals, news and popular magazine articles.
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In the case of Rev. Ike, personal observation was
utilized along with the use of literature.
CHAPTER II
DADDY GRACE: THE UNITED HOUSE OF
PRAYER FOR ALL PEOPLE
Bishop or 'Sweet Daddy' Grace and his United House of
Prayer for All People was one of the few sects which existed
on a more than local basis. Born Marcelino Manuel da Graca,
on January 25, 1881 in Bravo, Cape Verde Islands, off the
West African coast, he later changed his name to Charles
Manuel Grace after arriving in the United States. He arrived
in New Bedford, Massachusetts in 1900.^ Bishop Grace worked
for years as a cook in the railway service below the Mason-
Dlxon line and began preaching in the North Eastern section
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of the country in the year 1925. After arriving in New
Bedford, he worked as a short-order cook, salesman, and
grocer for several years.
According to Fauset, The United House of Prayer for
All People organization began in the South.^ In a November,
^J. LaFarge, "Incredible Daddy Grace," America, April
2, 1960, pp. 103-105.
2
Arthur Huff Fauset, Black Gods of the Metropolis
(Philadelphia, Pa.: The Philadelphia Anthropological
Society, 1944) .
3lbid.
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People: A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 54.
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1949 issue of Grace Magazine only two of the eight districts
given were in non-southern states. These two accounted for
only twelve of the fifty-three houses listed in the reference,
and these twelve were located in the following states: New
York (2); Ohio (1).; Pennsylvania (6); Delaware (1); and New
Jersey (2). The remainder of the houses were distributed
among the District of Columbia and the following states:
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.
"Sweet Daddy" Grace was a very flashy person. His inch
long fingernails were kept painted in red, silver and blue
polish. He wore his hair at shoulder length, dressed in
fancy cut-aways and robes with fancy jewelry. As accessories,
he usually wore a chartreuse and black waistcoat and a blue
and yellow striped ascot, secured by a gold stlckpen in the
form of a cross.
Organization
The United House of Prayer for All People was in a sense
a one-man dominated organization. Bishop Grace was the undis¬
puted head and direct source of all major decisions. The
national offices were maintained in Washington, D. C. and
there were eight district divisions each with a district chair¬
man, who was directly responsible to the Bishop.^ All of the
^Ibid.
O
"Sweet Daddy's Sugar," Newsweek, February 15, 1960,
p. 32.
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for All
People: A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 54.
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activities of the organization were centered around the
wishes and requests of Daddy Grace. The following quote
shows the degree of his authority;
"Bishop Grace is the undisputed head of the
United House of Prayer, no board of presbyters
appoints his preachers. He reserves this pero-
gative for himself. In private he is even
known to boast that he will not have any
preacher serve in the United House of Prayer
whom he might consider smart enough to question
his undisputed authority.
The task of the preachers is to carry out the
instructions of the bishop, to conduct services
and preach, and perhaps most important of all,
money must be strictly accounted for and
returned to Bishop Grace through his Washington
office. On one night a week the preacher is
permitted to claim the money contributed for
himself.
According to the custom of the church, services were
held each night of the week and most of the day on Sunday.
However, each service was different and was originally
initiated for a specific purpose. The following schedule
was typical of the House of Prayer program any week of the
year:
"Monday Worship Service.
Tuesday Pastor's Program. This was the service
at which money was collected weekly
for the pastor.
Wednesday...Home builders night. This service was
for the purpose of raising money for
the National office to help finance
the building of homes for the Bishop
and Pastor's. Regular Worship service.
^Ibid.
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Thursday....Young People's night. The young
people of the church present a
program similar to the Tuesday
night program.
Friday Union night. All of the Houses
of Prayer In a particular city or
locality send their followers to
the "Mother House" for worship.
Saturday.... Saint's Repair Night. This service
Is, In essence, simply a prayer
meeting, overlaid with the ritualistic
practices typical of the House of Prayer.
Sunday Sunday School from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Morning Worship Service 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Informal Prayer from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Evennng Worship Service from 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m."l
In this organization, emphasis was placed on each
member joining at least one of the twenty odd clubs, or aux¬
iliaries as they were called by the membership. Each auxiliary
had some specific function in connection with the organization's
program, however all were underlined with a common purpose—
money raising. The following is a list of the auxiliaries In















Tambourine Band Number I
Tambourine Band Number II
Last Gospel Band
Queen Board Number I
Queen Board Number II
Usherette Board Number I





^Ibld. , p. 55.
^Ibld. , p. 56.
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The functions of the majority of these auxiliaries is
self-explanatory with the exception of the Grace Bombers,
Waves and Wacs. These groups were organized on the order of
military units and "according to local leaders were created
originally for the purpose of protecting Bishop Grace.
The overall money raising function of these clubs was systema¬
tized by a cabinet, which was composed of the various club
presidents, and presided over by the pastor. The cabinet
also served as a general advisory and supervisory board with
respect to the organizational program.
The House of Prayer and Money
Each House of Prayer had a banking committee and a
committee to pay bills unless a written order had been
received from Bishop Grace (General Council Laws of the House
2
of Prayer for All People, 1938, Law 4, Number 2, p. 6). The
raising of money was avvery competitive part of the House of
Prayer Movement. The collection-plate bearers, who were
selected by members of the Deacon Board serving as chief spokes¬
men for the service, competed with each other in their efforts
to raise the largest amount. The one who raised the largest
sum of money at any particular service was said to have
3"knocked-out" the others.
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for All
People; A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 56.
2Ibid. , p. 57.
^Ibid.
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Probably the most effective channel through which
large sums of money were raised was the convocation which
began during the middle of the summer. This series of con¬
vocations or mammoth religious celebrations were held, one
in each state, beginning in Massachusetts and ranging all the
way to Florida, and covering all states in which a House of
Prayer was located. The climax of these convocations came
with the announcement of the convocation victory. This was
determined by the amount of money submitted.^ The provisions
for a victory celebration were included in the official con¬
stitutional documents of the organization, as given below:
"The state that wins the convocation
victory will be given an elaborate banquet
by the losing states on the appointed day
by Daddy Grace. The convocation King,
Prince, Queen, Princess, honorable ministers,
officers and members will be guests of Daddy
Grace, the Supreme. Each losing state must
pay a certain amount which is named later.
Money left over from the banquet is given
to Daddy Grace to do with as he sees fit,
(Law 50, p. 15)."^
In addition to the money collected through the inter¬
state competion there were convocation fees required of each
member. "All pastors must see to it that each member pays
his convocation fee and substantial rallies put on for the
up-bulldlng of the Kingdom of Heaven, and this is to be put
in the hands of our General Builder to build as he sees fit
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People: A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 59.
2lbld.
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without bounds (Law 40, p. 14).^ The General Council Laws
also provided for a special collection when it was necessary
to buy a car for the bishop. "All Houses of Prayer must
raise money in a united drive to buy Daddy Grace a car. Each
2
state must do its part" (Law 45, p. 15).
Increasing the financial status of the organization
was carried on during the service also. The ushers sold the
following "Grace Products": cold cream, hand lotion, hair
grower, tooth powder, and paste, tea and coffee, records
(recorded by the various United House of Prayer choirs),
stationary, pictures of Bishop Grace, Grace buttons and pins,
3
and the Grace Magazine. Prayers were said over the magazine
as it went through the presses. Many of the members believed
this journal had the power to heal and wore copies of it
strung around their necks or under clothing.^ All of these
items bore a special Daddy Grace label and were presumably
manufactured and/or published by Bishop Grace. Many of the
local houses had canteens in which food was sold before,
during, and after each service.^
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
^Ibid. , p. 60.




The first of these satellite organizations Is the
Grace Publishing Association which was operated by Bishop
Grace who was president and Elder E. Mitchell who served as
General Secretary.^ The Grace Publishing Association was
Incorporated on May 11, 1921 and maintained an office In
Washington, D. C. The Association published the Grace Maga¬
zine and various other printed matter. The magazine was
published monthly and was the only regular publication of
the Association. The purpose of printing the magazine was
as follows: 1) to unfold the hidden truth of the gospel,
2) to magnify the life of Christ, 3) to teach, to appreciate
the gift of God 4) to testify of the present blessings
2received by the thousands, and healing by the millions.
The second satellite organization Is a burial associa¬
tion which was known as the Family Aid Association. The
General Council Laws specified "The House of Prayer In each
state should Insure all their ministers and the balance over
funeral expense, not more than one-hundred dollars should go
to the House of Prayer Treasurer as beneficiary. This Insurance
policy must be taken with the Family Aid Association (Law 18,
q
p. 9). Policies were open to all members.
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People: A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 60.




The theology of the United House of Prayer for All
People was Christian and the sacred text in the Christian
Bible. Many subsidiary beliefs stemmed from the fact that
this sect fell within the holiness category where emphasis
was placed upon conversion, sanctification and the interven¬
tion of the Holy Spirit. There was also a pronounced belief
in the operation of the Holy Spirit through "gifts." This
charismatic principle was the only certain element in the
theology of the sect.^
According to their beliefs, there were five groups of
people recognized. The first were those people outside of
this organization. They were judged to be hopelessly beyond
salvation. The second group consisted of those who had joined
but who had not become sanctified. Salvation was possible,
but these people were on the lowest steps leading to it.
The third group of people were the sanctified. To the
members of the House of Prayer sanctification was described as
a. putting "aside of bad habits." By "bad habits" they meant
things such as smoking, tobacco chewing, drinking alcoholic
beverages, card playing, gambling, dancing and so forth. One
was then eligible "to seek for the Holy Ghost and the fire."
The fourth group consisted of those with the Holy Ghost, who
were distinguished from the others by the ability to "speak
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People; A Case Study of a Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 61.
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in other tongues." The speaking in foreign tongues did not
mean any recognizable language but reduces Itself in inarti¬
culate, nonsense utterances. The fifth group consisted of
the saints, but sainthood was reserved for the after-life.^
The next Important belief of this sect revolved around
the leader. Bishop C. M. Grace. Some of his followers
believed he was God on earth. Others tended to believe he
was simply an inspired prophet with extraordinary knowledge,
while still others looked upon him as something intermediary
between God and the man trhough whom God spoke. Four major
ideas appeared to be outstanding in an article entitled "The
Day of Salvation" by Elder E. Mitchell (who occupied a posi-
3
tion similar to an aide-de-camp). First it was believed that
the end of the world was Imminent; second, that according to
the Divine Promise, Jesus Christ would be the medium through
whom alone salvation would appear on earth three times.
(According to Whiting's interpretation, these three appearances
have already occurred—first, when man was made; second, when
the world was made flesh and Jesus walked the earth as a man;
and the third time was being manifested in the presence of
Bishop Grace); fourth, the Church of Christ, promised, during
the ministry of Jesus, to the disciples as a place where he
would gather them unto Him, only materialized in 1926 under
the aegis of Grace. This church was embodied in the House of
^Ibid. , p. 62.
^Ibid. , p. 66.
^Ibid. , p . 69.
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Prayer, thus Bishop Grace represented the third manifestation
of Jesus and derived his power from God Almighty. Upon his
shoulders supposedly rested the responsibility of establishing
a Kingdom of God on earth.^
The third major set of beliefs centered around the
phenomenon of "miracle healing." It was believed by the
faithful followers of the House of Prayer that with sufficient
faith and through the intercession of Grace, various maladies
could be cured. It was also believed that the power of Grace
permeated all of the Grace products, and therefore these,
combined with a proper degree of faith, would serve as cura-
, 2tive agents.
Practices of the House of Prayer
In this cult, there were prescribed and unprescribed
practices. Prescribed practices were those which were habit¬
ually and universally experienced. There was a set of
prescribed practices for the control and conduct of the
ministers. They seemed to revolve around three major points
1) the prevention of exploitation with regard to money,
2) the prevention by isolation of indiscretions between the
ministers and female followers, 3) the prevention of ideolo¬
gical undermining and/or the possibility of schisms by
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People: A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 70.
^Ibid. , p. 71.
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requiring all ministers to teach the same doctrines.^ Other
prescribed practices of the House of Prayer for All People
included 1) genuflecting in front of a large picture of
Bishop Grace which was always displayed in the front center
of the "mountains" (alters) of all of the Houses of Prayer,
2) clapping hands whenever Bishop Grace's name was praised,
3) praying at the "mountain" upon arrival at the church,
and 4) raising the right hand, palm frontwards, when the
benediction was given. The arrangement and order of services
was followed by a series of collections, varying in accordance
with which of the scheduled services was in process. Next
came the announcements and official reports followed by the
preaching. The service was closed with a prayer and bene¬
diction.^
Some of the unprescribed practices were 1) on special
occasions, such as convocation, members of various auxiliaries
all over wore uniforms. The wearing of one's uniform was
optional. 2) the manner of preaching was different among the
ministers but all managed to Include in their text ideas
designed to Illustrate the power of "Grace" and the presence
of Bishop Grace and the need for salvation through "Grace."
3) the last involved the reaction of the followers to the
presence of Bishop Grace or to a simple touch of his hand-it
was unpredictable. Some would leap into the air and fall
^Ibid. , p. 75.
^Ibid.
^Ibid. , p. 76.
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into a rigid state of catapipsy, while others might possibly
have writhed and contorted themselves as though stricken by
an electric current. Still others may have merely shown
worshipful adoration unaccompanied by extreme physical
1
movement.
General Characteristics of the Members
The majority of the members of the United House of
Prayer for All People were female. In a study done by Fauset,
he stated of his observation of one of the Northern organiza¬
tions. "In the group of fifty followers studied approximately
three-fourths were women, and at all of the services attended
by the writer the ratio of men to women varied from one to
three, to one to four." The House of Prayer members were
mainly composed of two age groups, the early middle-age
(40*s) and old-age (60 and over).^
Apparently Daddy Grace was not as restrictive in his
taboos as Father Divine because, contrary to Divine who con¬
demned sex in any form,even in marriage. Daddy Grace only
condemned adultery. Many of his followers were married and
^Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People; A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 78.
2
Arthur Huff Fauset, Black Gods of the Metropolis;
Negro Cults of the Urban North (Philadelphia; The Philadelphia
Anthropological Society, 1944), p. 28.
3
Albert N. Whiting, "The United House of Prayer for
All People; A Case Study of A Charismatic Sect" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation. The American University, 1952), p. 85.
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remained so after joining. There were a few common-law
marriages among the followers also.^
In general, the members of the United House of Prayer
represented people whose education had not extended beyond
the elementary level. According to Whiting’s study on the
United House of Prayer for All People, the members had eight
main reasons for joining the organization. They were 1) the
persons had been healed or joined to be healed; 2) attracted
by the teachings; 3) convinced that Bishop Grace was sent by
God; 4) influenced by relatives and friends; 5) spiritual
voices directed the persons to the House of Prayer; 6) it
was felt this was a place where joy was experienced; 7) reared
in the House of Prayer; and 8) resembled the religious group
2
to which the persons formerly belonged.
After the Death of Daddy Grace
On January 12, 1960, after thirty-four years of cult
leadership. Daddy Grace died. Because he died on the West
Coast, his followers formed a funeral cortege which travelled
across the country and stopped in different cities on the
3
trip back to Washington, D. C. Unlike most other cult
leaders. Daddy Grace died wealthy. According to one estimate,
^Ibid. , p. 86.
^Ibid. , p. 87.
O
'’E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1961), p. 62.
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his estate, at the time of his death, was variously estimated
to be worth from $5,000,000.00 to $25,000,000.00.^ His homes
ranged from a $375,000.00, eighty-four room mansion in Los
Angeles, to less costly but comfortable homes along the Eas
2
Coast. There was a twenty-two acre estate near Havana also.
At the time of his death he claimed he embraced 350
"heavens" (he had purchased Father Divine's "heaven"in Harlem
in 1938) and 3,000,000 faithful; he owned apartment houses,
hotels, theaters, a coffee plantation in Brazil, a Cuban
chicken hatchery, a garment factory and a cosmetic company.
In the basement of his $300,000.00 red, white and blue church
in Charlotte, North Carolina, there was a beauty parlor which
sold Grace cold cream and a cafeteria offered Grace coffee
3
and Grace eggs.
During the years Daddy Grace always managed to stand
the Internal Revenue Service off, even though his immense
holdings and lavish expenditures led him into a chronic con¬
test with the I.R.S. The Federal Government suspected he was
not paying his Income tax. To this Daddy Grace said "I preach
the gospel...! do not receive a salary...My people give it to
me as they see fit."^ In 1934 he was indicted because the
^"Sweet Daddy's Sugar," Newsweek, February 15, 1960,
p. 32 .
2
J. LaFarge, "Incredible Daddy Grace," America,
April 2, 1960, pp. 103-5.
^"Sweet Daddy's Sugar," Newsweek, February 15, 1960,
p . 32 .
^Ibid.
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government said he only paid $41.00 on a $190,000.00 Income,
however Daddy Grace managed to get the case thrown out of
court. In February, 1960, the government claimed $5,966,000.00
of his estate In back taxes for the years 1945-1956.^
Daddy Grace was burled In a large, expensive mausoleum
In New Bedford, Massachusetts, the scene of his first home In
2
the United States.
^"Sweet Daddy's Sugar," Newsweek, February 15, 1960,
p. 32.
2
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America
(Liverpool; Liverpool University Press, 1961), p. 62.
CHAPTER III
FATHER DIVINE: THE PEACE MISSION MOVEMENT
Peace, it*s wonderful. These words were known across
the United States and among people over the world as the
greeting of the members of Father Divine's very popular Peace
Movement for over thirty years. The followers learned to
greet each other with 'peace' because 'hello' began wltha
curse word. The former George Baker went to New York from
Georgia during the early 1900's with an idea in his mind but,
not realizing that it would develop into an organization as
large and well known as it was. At the height of the Depres¬
sion, Father Divine was the single most powerful man in black
Arne r 1 c a. ^
Father Divine began his Peace Movement in 1919 with
the purchase of a house in Sayville, Long Island. At the
time of his death in September, 1965, his cult controlled
properties estimated to be worth some $10,000,000.00
The Early Beginning of Father Divine
He was the youngest of the children born to Joseph and
^Ivan H. Light, Ethnic Enterprise in America (Berkeley
University of California Press, 1972), p. 141.
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Mary Baker.^ Around the age of twenty, he married a girl
from Savannah and they left on foot for an Alabama town about
250 miles away. The marriage lasted some five years and Baker
then walked from their home, leaving their four children never
2
to return.
According to one writer. Baker met a traveling minister,
Samuel Morris, who was passing through Georgia. Morris dealt
with the philosophy that can be summed up with this phrase:
"Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the
q
spirit of God dwelleth in you?" He meant that his body was
God's and he was God. He was thrown out of that church for
such radical ideas and Baker, who took him seriously, left
with him.
They held meetings at Baker's home for several years
after and by 1907 Morris had become Father Jehovia and Baker
announced he too had been reborn and was called The Messenger
and his position was defined by Morris as "God in the Sonshlp
Degree."^ In 1912 Baker, The Messenger, went out on his own,
arriving in New York City in 1915 with seven or eight disci¬
ples he had acquired while traveling. He had done some preach¬
ing in Baltimore after leaving Samuel Morris (Father Jehovia).
^John Hosher, God in A Rolls Royce (Freeport, New York:
Books for Libraries Press, 1936), p. 30.
^Ibid. , p. 31.
^St. C. McKelway and A. J. Llebllng, "Who is This King
of Glory?" Reader's Digest. September, 1936, pp. 79-84.
^Ibid.
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Also with him when he arrived in New York was his wife,
Pennlnah, whom he met before arriving in Baltimore in 1882.
There was an advertisement in a newspaper offering an eight-
room house at 72 Macon Street, Sayville, Long Island, for sale
on easy terms—even to "colored" buyers. On October 27, 1919
George Baker and his wife signed the deed to the house. At
this time Baker signed his name as Major J. Divine. The two
opened an employment agency and began to take in the destitute
and feed and clothe them.^ This became his first "heaven."
The Making of A "God"
The employment agency Divine and his wife, Penninah,
started was of considerable success. His Angels hired them¬
selves out by day, especially in domestic service. They soon
earned a reputation for exceptional diligence, honesty, and
reliability. The Angels contributed all of their earnings to
the Heaven and received in return free room and board, cloth-
2
ing, and allowances. The Sayville heaven appeared to have
been a religious form of communism. The rationale of Father
Divine's movement was abundant prosperity for all.
In the early 1930's, as the economic condition became
worse, many unemployed Harlem residents began to take advan¬
tage of the free chicken dinners the Sayville heaven provided.
^Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1937), p. 103.
2
Ivan H. Light, Ethnic Enterprise in America (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1972), p. 1A3.
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They enjoyed the meal along with listening to Father Divine's
preahhlng. They were invited to join Divine's angelic flock,
to take up residence in heavens and to enjoy abundant happi-
1
ness and eternal life on earth. An applicant for heaven had
to pass a religious conviction test with a pretty fair story
of having been reborn and be willing to work at anything. He
had to renounce the world and vow to smoke and drink no more,
2
and forget about sex. Full members had to live in a heaven
and turn over all of their earnings to the Kingdom. They
also subscribed to the theology of the Peace Mission Movement
O
and that was that Father Divine was God. The new Angels also
had to make a public announcement of their faith in Father
Divine. In order to do this they were required to exchange
their worldly names for an angelic one. Some examples of
these 'reborn' names are Faithful Mary, Happiness Sunshine,
4
Miss Buncha Love, Smile all the While, and Rapid Integration.
The new name symbolized those qualities which were to be
personified in the body of God.
The real turning point in the career of Father Divine
came in the form of a surprising end to a court case. The
^Ivan H. Light, Ethnic Enterprise in America (Berkeley;
University of California Press, 1972), p. 143.
2
Ollie Stewart, "Harlem God in His Heaven," Reader's
Digest . June, 1940, pp. 22-6.
3
Ivan H. Light, Ethnic Enterprise in America (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1972, p. 142.
^"Peace and A-a-a-men," review of Father Divine; Holy
Husband, by H. Crittendon and S. Harris, in Newsweek,
October 26, 1953, p. 103.
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charge was that of conducting a public nuisance (the Sayville
heaven). On May 24, 1932, the Sayville case went to trial in
Mlneola, before Supreme Court Justice Lewis J. Smith.^ All
of the prosecution witnesses except one police officer were
Macon Street neighbors of Father Divine's. They testified
generally that "horrible noises, moans and shrieks that strike
terror into you" came almost continually from the defendants'
2
house, often lasting until long after midnight. On Saturday,
June 5, 1932, the Rev. Major J. Divine stood before Judge
Lewis J. Smith, awaiting sentence. He Imposed the maximum
sentence for this charge, one year in jail and a $500.00 fine.
On Friday, June 9, Judge Smith died of a sudden heart attack.
From his jail cell Father Divine made the statement, "I hated
to do it."3 On June 24, he was released.
After this incident people began to ascribe to the
preachings of Father Divine at a rapid rate. The news of
the death of Judge Smith Increased the belief in his divinity.
During an investigation in Newark, New Jersey in 1933, Father
Divine was asked by the committee if he were God. He replied;
"I teach that God has the right to manifest himself through
any persons or anything he may choose. If my followers
believe that I am God and in so doing they are led to reform
^John Hosher, God in A Rolls Royce (Freeport, New
York; Books for Libraries Press, 1936), p. 70.
^Ibid. , p. 71.
3
Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston;
Little, Brown and Company, 1937), p. 24.
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their lives and experience joy and happiness, why should I
prevent them from so doing?"^
Organization
It appears that there were two types of membership,
1) persons who subscribed to the beliefs and practices and
attended services; and 2) those who renounced the world
completely and joined the Kingdom after disposing of their
2
worldly goods. The first group were known as children,
people who went to the meetings but were not ready to turn
over their possessions to the movement. The latter became
completely subject to the will of Father Divine.
Father Divine's followers were very good for the
growth and development of the movement. They were perfect
examples of his preachings. One Angel in particular was
extremely Instrumental in the rise of this following,
especially on the West Coast. This person was Faithful Mary,
Angel Number One. Her personal story was alone responsible
for the conversion of thousands of people. Faithful Mary
was formerly known as Viola Wilson, in her late forties,
weight, ninety pounds, and had hemmorrhages in her lungs and
. Denlinger, "Heaven is in Harlem," Forum, April,
1936, pp. 211-218.
2
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church in America
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1961), p. 57.
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on the verge of death.^ For over thirty years she was an
alcoholic. She attempted suicide once and, according to her
own statement, she was out of her mind for over nine years.
She was stretched out in a squalid Newark poolroom spitting
blood and trying unsuccessfully to get some sleep when a
disciple of Father Divine picked her up and practically
carried her to a meeting he was conducting. That was the
night she joined and became Faithful Mary.^
According to her. Father Divine healed her completely
of all physical and mental ailments. Her story which she
told in many meetings moved many people into joining the
Peace Movement. She showed her gratefulness wholeheartedly
to Father Divine. In response he promoted her to a top
position. She was given the place of honor next to him at
the table during meals. He also put her in charge of some of
his boarding houses in New Jersey. These houses were, for
the most part, to feed all the poor and downtrodden who were
unable to feed themselves and to take care of homeless chil¬
dren, many of whom had been abandoned by followers of Father
Divine because of the sex taboo, even in marriage. They felt
that Father would take care of them. There were regular
adult boarders also. The rent was only a dollar and a half
3
per week with a maximum price of two dollars.
^John Hosher, God In A Rolls Royce (Freeport, New




She served full meals for ten cents during the week and
fifteen cents on Sunday. Those who couldn't afford it ate
free. When Father Divine was there personally, the meals
were always free.
Many felt she talked as assiduously and as convincing
as her leader. For this reason she was sent to the West
Coast to stop the scattering of the followers. She arranged
for bus loads of Father's children to go to Buffalo for a two-
day demonstration. By 1935, pilgrimages between the West
Coast and New York were regular. The round trip fare was
$40.00 and each person paid $5.00 a week in Harlem to sleep
and eat every day.^
Philosophy behind Father Divine's Banquets
Because of the growing number of Angels, the atmosphere
of his meals took on that of a banquet. Father Divine usually
served 200 kinds of food at his banquets. According to one
report, he developed a technique. First he blessed the tea
and coffee and for about thirty minutes urged everyone to
have four or five cups. Then great platters of spaghetti,
potatoes, lima beans and other starches were brought out.
Thirty minutes later, large hams, roasts, chickens and
turkeys arrived. Usually these dishes would be brought out
at each shift--nver eaten and served during a quiet evening
2
as dinner for the Angels.
^Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1937), p. 142.
^A. J. Llebllng and St. C. McKelway, "Who Is This King
of Glory?" Reader's Digest, September, 1936, pp. 79-84.
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Father Divine’s table fellowship has been attributed
to the practices of the Lord and his claim to being God. The
blessing of food and drink, the passing of cups and plates,
are all symbols of sharing, and of group unity. Our Lord
spoke of "eating of the bread of the children of the kingdom."
Always He made His disciples aware of the sacredness of the
act of eating and drinking together. This was the symbol He
admonished them to remember after He was gone. Moreover,
He broke bread with His followers, and often sat at the table
with those closest to Him.^ This is more than likely why
Father Divine always ate with his followers and also lead
to his blessing the silverware and all of the food and drink.
The Subject of Money and the
Peace Mission Movement
The fact that Father Divine was able to feed and clothe
so many people every day made the question as to where he
received his funds a very Important one to the Internal
Revenue Service and local police. When asked where his large
amount of funds came from he always answered that it came
from Heaven. He took no collections during his services.
He said the money came from the unity of spirit, of mind, of
aim and of purpose. "They come through by eradicating all
divisions among the people, and firstly in my mentality.
Therefore it gives me an access to the abundance of the
^Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1937), p. 124.
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fullness. If they desired to be successful and prosperous,
and have the limitless of the abundance of the fullness at
their disposal, let them do even also as I told you - deny
themselves wholeheartedly, live evangelically, unify them¬
selves together, and dispose and eradicate all thoughts of
race, creeds, and colors and every other divided expression of
segregation to be represented In the great Christ Conscious
Movement, and that Is between the sexes.
Many tactics were tried to find out the source of him
funds. The Sayvllle police tried to prove he was using the
mall to defraud and sent him letters containing cash, money
orders and checks but, they were returned with a note saying
"Father will provide." He said his money came to him from
the sky. In 1930 Suffolk County District Attorney A. G. Blue
borrowed a black female Investigator from New York City. She
was to find out where Father Divine got the funds to support
his lavish philanthropies and his luxurious limousines, and
whether there was anything Immoral between the brothers and
2
sisters who lived and worshipped In the house of joy.
Posing as a young girl down on her luck and axlous for
the tempered and spiritual consolation which she heard the
Father could extend, the Investigator went to the Divine
mansion. She was cordially received and two weeks later
reported she had found nothing Immoral. The disciples
^Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1937), p. 209.
2
S. Denllnger, "Heaven Is In Harlem," Forum, April,
1936, pp. 211-18.
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displayed exemplary standards of morality. None of her
advances toward the brothers received a response.^
Despite the Investigations and continuous harrassment,
financially, the Peace Mission Movement continued to grow.
In 1936, Father Divine had sixty 'heavens’ In Washington,
D. C., Twenty-four states, and four countries. His largest
collection of property was In Harlem where It cost him
$30,000.00 a year to operate them. In addition to this, he
also had a Rolls Royce and an airplane manned by three flying
Angels.^
Father Divine disbursed $1,500,000.00 a year on his
dominion. In Harlem his followers leased three apartment
houses, nine private homes, and three meeting halls with
upstairs dormitories. They also operated several grocery
stores, ten barber shops, ten dry-cleaning establishments,
and twenty to thirty huckster wagons featuring vegetables,
fruit, and fish at "evangelical" prices. A coal business
shuttled trucks between Harlem and Pennsylvania coal fields.
Laundries and restaurants were, however, the most numerous
of the Divine enterprises.^ He started a newspaper. The New
Day (3^) , and a magazine. The Spoken Word (5c).
Father Divine ordered followers to form groups large
and small and to set up businesses of all kinds, as "Divine
^Ibld.
^"Divine Week," Time, August 31, 1936, p. 26.
q
Ivan H. Light, Ethnic Enterprises In America (Berkeley
University of California Press, 1972), p. 144.
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Peace Movement Cooperatives," One of the regulations of these
Cooperatives was that, while followers gave all their money
and all their services to establishment of communalism, they
were to take out no profits from their investments but only
enough money to supply them with the barest necessities.^
According to Austin Norris, an attorney who was close
to Father Divine’s business practices;
"Father Divine's success can be explained with
one simple word - cooperation. The Peace
Movement is doubtless the most successful
example of cooperation in the world today. It
is organized as a combination of small coopera¬
tives, groups of men and women banded together
to purchase real estate or to buy businesses.
It is organized on principles of honesty and
justlce...and is effectively held together by
the love and trust all members feel toward
Fat-her Divine. Most Important, all the
cooperators have no interest in the profit
motive. They really don’t wish to make money
for themselves. They are in business for...
advancement of the cause of their God."^
The Marriage of "God"
In 1946, on April 29, Father Divine married Edna Rose
Rltchlngs in Washington, D. C. She was 21 years old at the
time and. Father Divine, who was supposedly in his early
70’s, gave his age as 41. Father Divine stated that, "in
order to propagate virtue and give our whole civilization a
new birth of freedom he had taken unto himself a new wife."
. Crittendon and S. Harris, Father Divine; Holy
Husband (New York; Doubleday, 1953), p. 55.
^Ibid. . p. 210.
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He told his followers the native of Vancouver, British
Columbia was the reincarnation of his previous wife, Penninah
(Mother Divine), who had died a few years earlier.^ Miss
Ritchings, who became Sweet Angel, was white. She'd joined
the heaven in 1945. Father Divine made it clear she was not
"Mrs. God." This was a spiritual deal, not the marriage of
a natural man. A large banquet was held to celebrate the
marriage.^
A year later another banquet was held to celebrate the
first anniversary of this marriage. It was a typical Father
Divine banquet. There were 350 courses to the seven hour
feast. A chorus of Rose Buds (Divine's teen-age girl
attendants) sang "We the American Youth Salute Father Divine,
the American of America." The Messiah announced, "This
represents the first anniversary of my marriage to the
spotless virgin bride. She is as much a virgin now as she
3
was one year ago." Mother Divine shared her room with a
black female companion. A third person was always present
when Father Divine entered the room. Of Father Divine she
said, "I have been enraptured as I gazed with thousands of
others on the transcedent beauty and ageless, holy body...
this is the Father Divine I am married to - the one who is
"Made in Heaven," Time, August 19, 1946, p. 45.
2 "Divine Dinner," Newsweek, May 12, 1947, p. 31.
^Ibid.
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greater than any atomic or hydrogen bomb."^
Criticisms of the Peace Movement
Not everyone looked upon Father Divine as God nor his
movement as a Godsend. Opinions of his followers were of a
low category to many also. One author said, "He says nothing.
As a preacher he is Public Failure number one; theologically
there is no rhyme or reason in him." Of his followers he
said they were, "Five hundred of the most underprivileged and
undereducated we have ever seen under one roof. They would
have to be to stand it."^ A popular view was that these
victims of economic and cultural exploitation were being
exploited by one of their own race and they rewarded him by
3
making him a deity.
The majority of these criticisms came from people of
his own race. They were, for the most part, commentators,
columnists, and ministers. The overall view was that the
followers, black and white, were rejects of 'normal' society.
They were said to be the most underprivileged and uneducated
of all groups. This was not true however. Many were college
graduates with responsible jobs. In Philadelphia, where
Father Divine moved in 1941 rather than pay a dissident
^"Llfe With 'God"," Newsweek, December 4, 1950, p. 72.
2
F. S. Mead, "God In Harlem," Christian Century,
August 26, 1936, pp. 1133-35.
E. T. Bueher, "Harlem's God," Christian Century,
December 11, 1935, pp. 1590-93.
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follower money a court ordered him to pay, many followers
were doctors, engineers, and teachers. They believed, along
with other Divinites, that Father really was God and Immortal.
Gordon B. Hancock, a writer for the Journal and Guide of
Norfolk, Virginia, stated that:
"The American nations' clamor for clowns is
one of the anomalies of our 'advancing civi¬
lization.' Since there is a demand for
clowns in every field. Father Divine rises
as the clown par excellence in the field of
religion. The only process of the press in
playing up Father Divine is his 'clownlfi-
cation' for the gratification of the gullible
public.
Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., said in his column of
the weekly New Amsterdam News, "Brother George Divine is the
colossal farce of the Twentieth Century. The type of person
who follows him proves the issue. Mostly ignorant, fanatical
women.
Positive Points on the Peace Mission Movement
The Peace Mission Movement did contribute some positive
comments from outsiders as well as followers. A spokesman
for the movement said:
"They are happier than they have ever been;
the death rate among them has been reduced
to an extremely low percentage; addiction to
liquor, narcotics, and tobacco has been
completely conquered; arrests are few and
^"Peace and A-a-a-men," review of Father Divine: Holy
Husband. by H. Crittendon and S. Harris, in Newsweek, October
26, 1953, pp. 103-4.
2
Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1937), p. 205.
^Ibid. . 206.
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convictions not at all; need for medical
attention and treatment has been reduced 90
percent; health conditions have been vastly
improved.
The Peace Movement also contributed to the self-esteem
of the followers. They were all made to feel as equals to
others who had more material wealth than they, because they
had Father - 'God.' They also refused to accept charity or
relief after joining the movement. Employment went up more
than 60 percent among them than before conversion because
Father insisted everyone share the load. These people also
wiped out the majority of their personal debts. Thousands of
Instances are carefully recorded of stolen goods returned or
money for their worth, and of the payment of bills of years
standing. All who received these goods and money from the
followers were asked by Father Divine to let him know about
it in order that it be recorded. The followers relinquished
all participation in such enterprises as gambling, houses of
O
prostitution, saloons, and dance halls. The police considered
him a good Influence because he preached against robbery and
violence. Father Divine also eliminated racism in his organi¬
zation .
One of Father Divine's fellow ministers did come to
his defense. Dr. Wilfred Rankin, an outstanding theologian
said in the New Amsterdam News:
Ibid. . P- 160.
Ibid. . P* 161.
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"Were the writer (Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.)
thoroughly familiar with the beginnings of
the religion whose cause he professes to
serve he would recognize that not only were
the majority of the early Christians regarded
by others around them as 'ignorant, fanatical,
bewildered and truely a lost generation,' but
that even the Nazarene Himself was considered
actually Insane. Perhaps in the Christ's case,
also, 'the type of person who followed Him
proves the issue.'
The amazing fact, however, is that the Christ,
with the aid of His illiterate and fanatical
followers, produced a maximum of results unsur¬
passed by any other single individual that has
ever lived. I am not unduly perturbed over the
ecstatic fervor of Divine's followers; I do feel,
however, that he deserves the commendation of his
fellow ministers for his practical ministrations
of many a Negro who had almost 'touched bottom.'
Nor am I concerned over the fact that his devotees
reputedly regard him as ’God.' This one thing
1 know, that only a God can make thousands and
thousands of Negroes bestir themselves with a
view to improving their lot. If, then, it may
undoubtedly be established that Divine has
succeeded in doing what only a God seems capable
of doing, I should have no cause for alarm if
his followers call him 'God.'^
After the Death of "God"
This self-made philanthropist kept his organization
going until the time of his death in 1965. He had been out
of view since a 1963 public appearance on the seventeenth
wedding anniversary of the marriage to Sweet Angel. He had
been bedridden with arteriosclerosis. Even though he preached
that it was impossible to die if one believed completely in
^Robert A. Parker, The Incredible Messiah (Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1937), p. 207.
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him, and always Ignored the deaths of his followers, he had
an explanation for his own passing. In defining God, he
said, "God is not only personified and rematerialized. He
rematerialized and He rematerialates. He rematerialates and
He is rematerializable. He repersonificates and He reper-
sonifitizes.
When he died his followers all believed he would return
2
again just like Christ. They say he is "relaxing his body."
Mother Divine (Sweet Angel) assumed the role of head of the
organization in Philadelphia where the headquarters have been
moved by route of Sayville, Harlem, and Newark.
Philadelphia is the only city where his teachings have
survived. His restaurants and Peace Missions continue to
serve very cheap and nutritious meals daily. A chicken dinner
with vegetables costs 87<: at hotels and at missions, the rule
3
is to eat as much as you can and pay-when-you-can-if-you-can.
At the time of his death. Sweet Angel promptly announced plans
for extensive feasting. "That," she said, "was the way Father
wanted it."^ The banquets and feasts are still going on. At
the head of the table sits Mother Divine and next to her is
a chair for Father and a place set for him because they feel
^"Life With Father," Newsweek, September 20, 1965,
p. 28.
2
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Life With Father," Newsweek, September 20, 1965,
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his spirit is still here.^
Most of the present peace movement followers are very
old and, for the most part, women who have been with the
organization since their youth. The Rose Buds (formerly the
teen-age girls chorus) are old women but still sing during
the meals. There are testimonial services during and after
the meals. The procedure is exactly as it was when Father
was alive.
In the back seat of Mother Divine's limousine, are
two chairs in the place of a regular seat. One is for her
and the other for Father. His is draped with a flag. The
followers love the United States because it was selected by
God as the country in which he reappeared in human form.
^M. Cordell Thompson, "Mother
'Kingdom'," Jet, April 12, 1973, pp.
Divine Snubs Critics of
6-9.
CHAPTER IV
PROPHET JONES: CHURCH OF THE UNIVERSAL
TRIUMPH, THE DOMINION OF GOD, INC.
James Frances Jones went to Detroit in 1938 from
Alabama. He was ordained minister of the nation-wide sect
of which he later became supreme leader. The name of his
sect was Triumph the Church and Kingdom of God in Christ.^
In later years the name was changed to the Church of the
Universal Triumph, the Dominion of God, Inc. and he was known
2
as Dominion Ruler. Prophet Jones (who called himself the
Right Rev. Dr. James F. Jones on more formal occasions) was
one of the more popular and prosperous evangelists in the
United States in 1944. He reached his peak during the 1940's
and 1950's. During that time he had services broadcast twice
every Sunday at 6 a.m. and 11 p.m. in and around the Detroit
3
area and he claimed 400,000 listeners.
Prophet Jones began his organization. Triumph the
Church and Kingdom of God in Christ in a bleak structure in
^H. Bregan, "Prophet Jones in Church and at Home,"
Life, November 27, 1944, pp. 57-63.
2
"Diamonds on the Left," Time, September 20, 1954,
p . 6 8.
O
H. Bregan, "Prophet Jones in Church and at Home,"
Life. November 27, 1944, pp. 57-63.
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Detroit's black section. The church was merely a wooden frame¬
work, but it attracted the faithful, many of whom believed
blessings would rain on them and wishes come true if they but
touched his Cadillac. The Prophet was supposedly able to heal
the sick and foretell the future. He avowedly never read
secular literature lest his own inspired thoughts be corrupted
by material concepts. For his devout believers he had photo¬
graphs of himself especially blessed for the home and guaran¬
teed to ward off evil. They were available to anyone at a
$5.00 donation.^
In addition to this theosophy concerning the "Twelve
Laws," which were mentioned in a previous chapter. Prophet
Jones divided time (as you may recall, he believed man has
been doing time since Adam committed a sin by anticipating
a mating season for man) into the "antlluvian" period of
dispensation (another two days) and the present period of
dispensation of which 1,944 years have elapsed. The Seventh
Day, when death and labor will vanish from the earth, is just
around the corner, and it is possible, according to the
Prophet, for the individual to be"paroled" ahead of time for
good behavior. When the Seventh Day comes, man will not go
2
to Heaven, but Heaven will come right down here to earth.
The followers of Prophet Jones were extremely loyal




the sick. He usually took time near the end of the service
for healing. One example of this was an "old man who stood
and complained of stomach trouble, pains In his head and
rapid pulse. After a series of piano arpeggios, Prophet Jones
said, "I adjust your heart. It's adjusted. I decress In the
name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost." He made the
man run up and down the aisle, do knee bends and rub his pain
free stomach while the congregation cheered.^ There were
testimonials to his power, a question and answer period—
spiritual and medical. During his propheslzlng periods, the
Prophet weaved about the platform, arms extended, face
entranced and perspiring. He was usually dressed In very
9
colorful robes and tunics for services.
A number of his followers were so Impressed and grati¬
fied for his healing powers that they wanted very much to
repay him. A classic example of this were two sisters,
former school teachers, who became devout followers of Prophet
Jones. The sisters, Evelyn and Esther Jackson taught In the
Chicago school system before joining the Church of the
Universal Triumph, the Dominion of God, Inc. In 1948. Prophet
Jones gave them the titles Princess Bluntella (Evelyn), and
Princess Essentlna (Esther). In 1949 he 'cured' their 70
year old mother's goiter. His treatment: Four trips to Gary,
Indiana to get a drink of water In the bus station. Their
^H. Bregan, "Prophet Jones In Church and at Home,"
Life, November 27, 1944, pp. 57-63.
^Ibld.
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brother. Sterling, promptly bought the Prophet a $3,900.00
Lincoln as a token of gratitude.^
The two women, however, decided to give him something
even more wonderful—a full length let-out, white mink coat
with a raglan flare back, shawl collar, scarlet silk lining
and deep flop pockets lined with velvet. A New York furrier
2
was commissioned to do the job which took ten weeks. The
coat made of seventy-five rare pelts cost $12,900.00 plus
carrying charges at $475.00 per month. The sisters had saved
3
$2,000.00 as a down payment.
Princesses Bluntella and Essentlna knelt and presented
the coat to Prophet Jones at his "French Castle." He announced
he would only wear the coat "when God tells me to wear It."^
A Thankful Meeting was held at his church, a converted movie
house with Prophet Jones dressed In his very colorful robes.
During service, the coat was placed on the armchair of his
dead mother, kept In the church In her memory. Thereafter
It was always placed on the arm chair.
Prophet Jones was an extremely flashy dresser. Compared
to him, his custom-built Cadillac, In which he'd Installed a
telephone, seemed drab and commonplace. He didn't wear the
robes In public but his very expensive suits and jewelry were




"Prophet's Mink," Llfe. March 30, 1953, pp. 64-66.
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just as noticeable. When he required something for his opulent
home or an addition to his wardrobe of 400 suits, his parish¬
ioners met the need.^ The Prophet carried a cane with a gold
handle and always wore tinted glasses. At one particular
appearance he was wearing a $235.00 light brown suit, yellow
checked vest, yellow shoes and a red tie. He was carrying
the gold handled cane, a topaz earring on his left ear, diamond,
ruby and topaz rings on the left hand, diamond (worth $17,000.00
and containing 812 diamonds) and topaz bracelets and a heavy
gold chain on his left wrist. Prophet Jones always wore his
jewelry on the left. He explained that God always approaches
him from the right, so he likes to keep that flank unemcum-
bered.^
In 1953 Prophet Jones made a trip to Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania which was the headquarters of Father Divine's
Peace Mission Movement. Father Divine's headquarters sent an
invitation to him which asked the Prophet to attend the conse¬
cration of the Father's new seventy-three acre heaven in
suburban Montgomery County. The Prophet replied: "Your
Holiness...I... know the chassis of your mind has been carried
up into a divine cosmic lubritorium. I herewith graciously,
humbly and sincerely, yet royally, accept your invitation to
attend.^
^H. Bregan, "Prophet Jones in Church and at Home,"
Life, November 27, 1944, pp. 57-63.
2
"Diamonds on the Left," Time, September 20, 1954, p.68.
3
"Cosmic Lubritorium," Time, September 21, 1953, p. 79.
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During the entire stay of Prophet Jones in Philadelphia,
Father Divine appeared to be the most cordial of the two. This
was due, perhaps, to the fact that Father Divine was on home
ground and the Prophet was not. There was a crowd of 1,500
expectant followers at the North Philadelphia station awaiting
the arrival of Prophet Jones. With him on the trip was an
entourage including two valets, two secretaries, a hairdresser,
two bodyguards and a cook. The two religious leaders were
formal in greeting each other. "I am happy to meet you. Your
Holiness," said Father Divine. "God bless you. Your Godliness.
It’s a pleasure and an honor," said Prophet Jones. "Peace,
it's wonderful," said Father Divine.^
They then left in a sixteen-car motorcade of chauffeur-
driven Cadillacs and chryslers provided by Father Divine for
his Divine Tracy Hotel in West Philadelphia. A 'light' break¬
fast had been prepared consisting of an array of fruits,
fruit juices, eggs cooked in every style, ham, sausages, bacon,
and pastries. Prophet Jones announced he eats only one meal
a day, and that after 9:30 p.m. and ate sparingly on a peach
and a pear.^
Prophet Jones was much more expansive at a solo press
conference later. He announced that before the end of the
Twentieth Century, "God is going to stop death." A reporter
asked if his meeting with Father Divine held any significance
^Ibid.
2
"Cosmic Lubritorium," Time. September 21, 1953, p. 79.
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in regard to future collaboration between them and he replied,
"There is a significance, but I don't know whether God will
let me disclose it."^
Later, Prophet Jones was too tired to leave his hotel
to accompany Father Divine on a tour and dedication of his
thirty-two room chateau and it's grounds which was the newest
of some seventy-five heavens and was, according to Father
Divine and his followers, the county seat of the world. When
the two met once again for the banquet at Father Divine's
chateau, he had trouble remembering the Prophet's name.
Presenting the Prophet at the banquet. Father Divine intro¬
duced him as "another kindred symbol, the Rev. Robinson - I
mean. Prophet Jones." He reluctantly went on a tour of the
chateau after the meal which Father Divine insisted he take.
At an interview during a later trip to New York City,
Prophet Jones made more of his profound statements and predic¬
tions. Among those he said, "God told me to tell you He is
sending His Son back to earth...He has already arrived. He
is on American soil. God also told me there is going to be
a great exposure of a large Communist spy ring here in this
city." The Prophet added that, "Men would stop dying in the
year 2000." The main reason for his trip to New York was
that he had rented the Manhattan Carnegie Hall for an evening
^Ibid.
^"Prophet and A Divine Meet," Life, September 28, 1953,
pp. 103-104.
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service. The admission to this service was $2.00 and up.
The home of Prophet Jones reflected his love of material
things} usually expensive. His home was a $30,000.00, fifty-
four room "French Castle" In the Arden Park section of Detroit
which had been purchased for him by his followers. He deco¬
rated the house himself In a blend of modern and Louis XV
styles. The Prophet owned such pieces as a $312.00 radio,
a pair of $87.00 (each) lamps, a $600.00 rug, a $7,500.00 piano,
and a $500.00 floor lamp. The ballroom In his home was deco¬
rated with a $25,000.00 mural covering all four walls. He
held a banquet In this room for his followers to thank them
2
for the home.
The Prophet's life was not all diamonds, ruby's and
white mink coats. He had his share of problems. For example,
on a Monday In February, 1956 a religious fanatic broke Into
his "French Castle," demanded an audience, and backed up his
demand with a Mauser automatic. When he was refused by Prophet
Jones' heir apparent, "Prince" Douglas Rogers, he fired a
warning shot and fled. On Tuesday, a man carrying a shotgun
rang the palace's doorbell, then ran. On Wednesday, someone
phoned the Prophet and told him his mansion would soon be
O
bombed."^ A number of Detroit residents felt the Prophet's
^"Diamonds on the Left," Time, September 20, 1954,
pp. 103-104.
2
H. Bregan, "Prophet Jones In Church and at Home,"
Life. November 27, 1944, pp. 57-63.
^"Prophet Threatened?," Newsweek, February 13, 1956,
p. 90.
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troubles stemmed from his widely broadcast intention to move
his headquarters to Grosse Point, a plush Detroit suburb.
Prophet Jones claimed that he was told by God in 1951 that
he should move up to New York. What happened earlier, he
felt, may have been a divine sign that this was the time to
It was around this time when the Prophet's popularity
and his following began to dwindle. In 1956, Daddy Grace,
supreme leader of the United House of Prayer for All People
whose headquarters were in Washington, D. C., took over the
Detroit church of Prophet Jones and bought his "French
Castle."^ The Prophet suffered hard times until the time of
his death in 1971.
Until recently, it was believed that he died a poor
man however, three safety deposit boxes were opened by state
auditors in Chicago who reported that the Prophet left
thousands of dollars behind. In the one box which was counted,
there was $16,000.00 and it was only half full. According to
Ullysees Boykin, Prophet Jones' former press aide who was also
on hand for the opening of the safety deposit boxes, "The
other two were brimming with cash and may contain about




"Sweet Daddy's Sugar," Newsweek, February 15
p. 32.
O
•^"Auditors Uncover Cash Left By Prophet Jones




The box containing $16,000.00 was registered In the
name of Universal Missionary Church. The second box was In
the names of Prophet Jones and his secretary, Eddie Williams,
and the third box was In the name of "Dr. Sterling," a name he
(Prophet) used when he traveled Incognito.^ Much of the money
In the first box was In envelopes from private donors. The
largest sum of $1,200.00 was In an envelope which said "Lee
2
and Lila Mae - Thank you. Prophet." The contents are likely




LESS POPULAR CULT LEADERS
During the first half of the century there were a
number of people who began religious cults of their own but
did not achieve the fame and recognition of the men discussed
earlier in the text. There were women as well as men who
organized these cults and were just as serious in their under¬
takings as the men.
These cults were not limited to a particular city but,
were, for the most part, in the North East section of the
country. All of the cults started by these less popular
leaders were those which sought to restore a purer form of
Christianity through the sanctification of their members.^
They were classified as being of the Holiness Faith—those
churches which are composed of people who seek to restore the
church as it was given to the Saints. The chief religious
activity of the members of the Holiness cults is that form
of ecstatic worship which is known as 'getting happy' or
'shouting.'^
^E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America




Two of these cults sprang up as a result of Father
Divine moving his headquarters from New York City to Philadel
phla in the mid-forties to avoid embarrassing lawsuits.^
These were the cults of Elder Lightfoot Solomon Mlchaux and
Mother Rosa Artlmus Horne. One investigator wrote as follows
"While sharing a mutual dislike
other, the two oracles have many
common. Both operate five tempi
out the nation; claim to be mlra
healers; profess national radio
trail followings numbering in th
of thousands; are coy about reve
exact amount of their earnings;
are adroit showmen who harbour c









Elder Lightfoot Solomon Michaux
Elder Lightfoot Solomon Mlchaux was a former fish
peddler and called the 'Happy Am I Prophet' by his disciples.
He was able to enhance his prestige by association with impor
tant public leaders. He also had mass baptisms in the
Griffith Stadium in Washington, where two-hundred white-robed
candidates were immersed in water from the Potomac River.
His sermons consisted chiefly of tirades against sin, rowdy
women, slot machines, whiskey, beer and gamblers. He was
reputed to be a millionaire and kept a retinue of servants
and eight large automobiles. He had much Influence among
some government officials who regarded him as a spokesman
^E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America
(Liverpool; Liverpool University Press, 1961), p. 60.
^Ibid.
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for many Negro church people.
Mother Rosa Artimus Horne
Mother Horne was a former seamstress, described as the
'Pray for Me Priestess'. She carried on a grim evangelism
of the fire and brimstone variety. She claimed to have raised
thousands of people from the dead besides having made hundreds
of the blind see. During the services, members of her cult
were stimulated by clapping their hands to a maddening rhythm
accompanied by a piano and a drum. They gave very descriptive
testimonies at this time also. She was reported to have had
properties worth millions which enabled her and her daughter
2
to live very well.
Bishop Ida Robinson
Bishop Ida Robinson was born in Florida and grew up
in Georgia. She was converted at the age of seventeen and
became active in the church at this time. She founded the
Mount Sinai Holy Church in 1924 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Bishop Robinson was described as 'tall, sharp of feature and
eye, medium brown in colour, probably of mixed Indian-Negro
blood'. She acquired the building for her church from a
^Ibid. , p. 61.
2
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America
(Liverpool; Liverspool University Press, 1961), p. 61.
^Ibid. , p. 56.
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white Pentecostal congregation. She was the supreme head of
the cult and claims her authority came directly from God.
She ordained a woman as Vice-bishop and a number of elders
and preachers who were heads of member churches in other
cities.
Membership in Bishop Robinson's church was determined
by a period of testing which 'is known as sanctification, and
an experience, usually speaking in tongues, which is the sign
that one has been filled with the Holy Spirit.'^ After one
became a member he could join the Preacher's Class in which one
was drilled in the Bible and 'spiritual wisdom.' Financial
support of the church was provided through tithes and collec¬
tions taken at the services when the bishop led the members
to the collection table. There was singing and clapping of
hands after which there were testimonies. The sermon by the
bishop which consisted of attacks upon the sins of the world
which she thought to be approaching its end, usually resulted
in the rising of individuals who began to shout and speak in
tongues. After the bishop left or rested, there were other
services which ended in a communion service during which they
drank grape juice and served crackers.^
The practices of the church included the tabooing of
divorce and marrlAge outside the circle of members. Men and
^E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1961), p. 57.
^Ibld.
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women could show sentiment toward each other only when they
planned to marry. Women were required to dress in a 'holy'
manner which meant wearing plain black or white dresses,
preferably of cotton, and if men wore neckties they were plain
black or white also.^
^Ibid.
CHAPTER VI
REVEREND IKE: A MODERN BLACK EVANGELIST
Until the age of 30 the Reverend Dr. Frederick J.
Eikrenkoetter, II was just a fundamentalist black preacher,
a Baptist minister's son from Rldgeland, South Carolina,
trying to make good in the world of black storefront reli¬
gion in Boston and New York. In 1965, he adopted the style
that was to set him apart. Instead of preaching humility
and meekness, he began to preach a pride bordering on arro¬
gance. He stopped talking about hell. "I discovered after
analyzing the whole thing that people' are already in hell.
They want some practical ways of getting out.
Today, at the age of 37 Reverend Eikrenkoetter is
nationally known as 'Rev. Ike' and is the head of a religious
organization that is continuously building its finances. The
name of his church is the United Church At United Palace,
Science of Living Institute and is located in New York City.
Rev. Ike claims 1,400,000 followers, to whom he sends a
weekly newsletter and a full-color monthly magazine. Action.
He does radio broadcasts on eighty American stations and
9
occasional television specials.
^Timothy Tyler, "That T-Bone Religion," Time, December




This organization of Rev. Ike's Is based on the power-
of-posltlve-greed. Rev. Ike’s purpose Is not specifically to
save souls. He says, "One thing even Jesus didn't do, he
didn't save the world.He Is by no means a typical black
minister. His preaching and theology are not those of other
evangelists operating today. A way In which he Is especially
set apart from them Is his view of prayer. In reference to
that he says, "When you kneel down to pray, you're putting
yourself In a good position to get a kick In the behind*"
In his newsletter and magazine. Rev. Ike tells his
followers what they must do In order to be blessed. His two
most popular methods are the Prayer cloth and the Blessing
Plan. The Prayer cloth Is a red cloth one can send for,
along with a donation, to use while praying along with Rev.
Ike. This Prayer cloth or Blessed cloth as It Is sometimes
called Is supposedly able to cure the sick and handicapped.
Many of Its users say they were blessed financially also.
There ate four types of Prayer cloths to send for;
1) The Prayer cloth for healing and blessing
2) For peace and blessing In the home
3) For deliverance of those with habits like
drinking, narcotics, and tobacco and,
4) For breaking evil power, witchcraft, and
3
many other things.
^Timothy Tyler, "That T-Bone Religion," Time, December
11, 1972, p. 97.
^Ibld.
3
Action, March, 1973, p. 13.
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The Idea for the Prayer cloth was derived from a
scripture in the Bible, "And God wrought special miracles by
the hands of Paul; so that from his body were brought unto
the sick handkerchiefs or aprons and the diseases departed
from them, and the evil spirits went out of them..."
Acts 19:11, 12.^
According to Rev. Ike, the Blessing Plan never stops
working for those who never stop working with the Blessing
Plan. In order to receive the results one desires from the
Blessing Plan, a person must pledge at least $100.00 and also
continue to write Rev. Ike for his blessings. The moment one
begins to believe, results will begin to occur.
In all his newsletters and magazines, he appeals to
believers for donations. In one particular Action magazine,
he asked for donations of at least $100.00 from those who
believe in his Ministry.
"Go to some special effort to get the money
if necessary. Now I am not expecting or
asking those who do not believe In this
Ministry to give anything. But I do have some
believers who could give more than $100.00
extra for the Temple of Prayer Requests. Some
have or could get several hundred dollars or a
thousand or even several thousand dollars to
give and send. I pray they wlll."^
In December, 1972j Rev. Ike's organization made a
quarter of a million dollars cash payment for a new Chapel
of Prayer Requests in Boston, Massachusetts. This building.
^Ibid.
2
Action. February, 1973, p. 5.
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for the most part, will be used by Rev. Ike and the church
for the job of handling and answering the mall, the Prayer
Requests which come from all over the world.^
Rev. Ike usually visits at least one city In the United
States every week performing his Healing and Blessing Meeting.
Though he preaches, prays to heal sick and listens to testi¬
monies, collection seems to be the most Important part of
them. Ladles and men wearing carnations pass big red buckets
2
around as the service ends.
During a recent television broadcast, I was able to
view the tactics of Rev. Ike and his co-workers. He Is
extremely arrogant and self-assured. Most of the audience
appeared to be elderly. "The Joy of Living" meetings were
opened by a male song leader with "I've Got Joy In My Heart,"
a song which appeared to be the theme song of Rev. Ike's
Science of Living religion. The main purpose of this reli¬
gion Is "To bring health, happiness, success, prosperity and
love to all who believe In It."^
Rev. Ike utilizes audience participation In his
meetings. He asked the audience to repeat after him three
times, "I love to prosper and I love to see everybody prosper.
He told them they must have this attitude in order to prosper.
^Ibld. , p. 7.
^Timothy Tyler, "That T-Bone Religion," Time, December
11, 1972, p. 97.
^"The Joy of Living," U. H. F. telecast, March 19
and 20, 1973.
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"You must want good for you and someone else and you must have
love in your heart for everybody."^
Rev. Ike is known as a healer through prayer also.
During the broadcast some of his handiwork was shown. A
seventy-three year old woman from Los Angeles was there to
thank Rev. Ike for restoring her eyesight. She said, "When
my son suggested he take me to see Rev. Ike when he was in
Los Angeles , I told him I felt Rev. Ike was another one of
those crooked preachers looking for money." To this Rev. Ike
2
replied, "She was only half right, the money I like."
He also has a self-healing process. It is done by
saying, "God in me is my health." This utilization, he claims,
will keep you young. According to Rev. Ike, healthy beliefs
will heal you and keep you healthy. The Science of Living
religion teaches each person to bless, heal and save them¬
selves.
On the night of the broadcast. Rev. Ike preached on
the topic "You Can Have It" and began his subject by having
the audience point to themselves and repeat "I can have it."
He then told them to stand and say it in a 'sassy way.* Next
he said put your hand on your hip and let your backbone slip
and say, "N-o-o-o-one can tell me what I can't have."
According to Rev. Ike, this was helping them to deposit and
O
embed a positive idea in the subconscious mind.





Rev. Ike's salary is $40,000.00 a year and he has
virtually no personal expenses. He said to one audience, "I
want you to be proud of the way I look, because you spend
$1,000.00 a wefek to buy my clothes."^ He always wears expen¬
sive diamond rings, watches and topaz clips. The church pays
his traveling expenses, owns his Hollywood and New York
2
residences, two Rolls Royce's, two Mercedes and a Bentley.
^Timothy Tyler, "That T-Bone Religion," Time, December




After studying the literature on black religious
leaders in America, and black cults, it is felt by the writer
that the conclusions were positive. The purpose of the study
was to show the positive effects which came out of the rise
of black cults. Though it is felt that the cult leaders were,
for the most part, out for personal flory, they inadvertently
helped their followers and, in some cases, the general commu¬
nity in which they were located.
The most outstanding point to be brought out is that
the followers of these cults were given a sense of pride,
not only in their leaders, but in themselves also. The majority
of people were uplifted from the lowest strata of society to a
level which, in their opinions, was the highest one that could
be obtained. That was to become a member of one of the move¬
ments, whether it be the Peace Mission Movement, the United
House of Prayer for All People, or the Church of the Universal
Triumph, the Dominion of God, Inc., or any of the other less
publicized cults. This brought out a sense of Importance in
them and they showed it unashamedly each and every day in




These devoted followers put aside all of their ’worldly'
ways in response to the rules and expectations of the cult
leaders. Father Divine (the Peace Mission Movement) and
Bishop Grace (the United House of Prayer for All People)
especially got results from the issuance of their rules of
abstinence from alcoholic beverages, smoking, any form of
drugs, adultery, and in the case of Father Divine, all sex
was excluded from the lives of his followers in order to
receive eternal life and the blessings of Father. As stated
in the text, some peace officers gave testimony to the fact
that crime had decreased in neighborhoods where cults (Peace
Mission in particular) were located. Outlandish behavior
which broke the laws (and rules of the sects) was condemned.
The crime rates in those neighborhoods went down markedly.
The integrity of the Peace Mission Movement followers
rose also. Because Father Divine requested it, they paid all
of their old debts and returned all stolen items (or its cash
equivalent) to the rightful owner. This gesture stimulated
by the act of Father Divine, brought a number of admirers to
him who praised him for accomplishing a feat they could not
do even though rarely were these admirers persuaded by this
move to join the sect. The honesty brought out in the people
who returned the money and articles shows the strength of
Father Divine's word and the Importance his followers placed
on pleasing him. He was, for many of these people, the first
person who had taken the time to care and show a bit of
interest in them.
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The fact that most of these cults became dominant during
the Depression years Is well worth mentioning also. All of
the sects mentioned In this study were predominant In Northern
cities (however Bishop Grace did have some ’houses' In Southern
states). These men offered these people, who were mostly black
and unskilled, a place to go where their self-worth was brought
alive. In prejudice America during that part of the century,
black people In urban areas had little or no hopes of finding
decent jobs. In the case of Father Divine, the destitute and
jobless were not only offered a place to stay and food, but
also, through his employment agency, there was a possibility
of acquiring a job. The fact that the earnings from the job
went to the movement made little difference since shelter and
food were being provided - by "God."
Bishop Grace's organization did not provide continuous
shelter and food but. It did provide a 'home', a place to go
to feel needed and cared for while being around others who
shared this common bond. It was a sort of 'family' relation¬
ship. The fact that Bishop Grace was affectionately known
by his followers as "Daddy" and "Sweet Daddy" substantiates
this. From the study of the literature It Is felt that these
people apparently placed all their faith and trust In "Daddy"
and his General Council Laws which governed the organization.
Even though emphasis was greatly placed on money, the followers
responded as though It were necessary to give up some things
(l.e. money) In order to receive and continue to receive the
72
happiness along with the sense of joy and belonging which the
writer perceived from the majority of the literature.
The conclusion of this study can be summed up by
stating that though a few of the leaders did use a form of
exploitation with their followers, the overall results of
these movements produced people who, though overly expressive
and seemingly gullible In their religion, were satisfied In
the realms of their group and Its practices.
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